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We develop a theory of the photorefractive nonlinear response for Sn2P2S6 crystals. The theory incorporates
two types of charge carrier (optically active and passive), provides explicit expressions for the characteristic
buildup–relaxation rates and gain factors, explains naturally a big variety of accumulated experimental data,
and facilitates characterization–optimization of this important nonlinear material. © 2007 Optical Society of
America
OCIS codes: 190.5330, 190.7070, 160.5320.
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. INTRODUCTION
erroelectric crystals of Sn2P2S6 (SPS) are recognized
owadays as an important material for photorefractive
PR) applications, especially in the red and near-infrared
pectral ranges.1 The attractive features of this new PR
aterial are fast response, high sensitivity, and strong

onlinearity.
The presence of two characteristic times [fast (intensity

ependent) and slow (intensity independent)] is typical
or the PR response in SPS crystals, at least in nominally
ndoped (yellow) ones.1–3 It is attributed to two types of
harge carrier, one of which is photoexcited (active) and
he other is passive, i.e., is not directly affected by light.
everal important features of the PR response in SPS
rystals, such as the compensation character of recording
nd beam-coupling kinetics1,3 and a narrow dip in the fre-
uency response,4,5 are also due to the presence of the
harge compensation.

The basic model with two types of charge carrier for de-
cription of the PR response is well known in the litera-
ure, see, e.g., Ref. 6 and references therein. It incorpo-
ates the collective character of the charge motion,
ncludes many variable internal parameters, and can, de-
ending on the choice of these parameters, be applied to
ifferent materials and experimental situations.
The first attempt to apply the two-carrier model to SPS

rystals was made in Ref. 5 in 1998. The compensation
haracter of the PR recording and the frequency depen-
ence of the PR response were described; this allowed re-
earchers to explain later the behavior of the SPS-based
ing-loop PR oscillator.7 Much less attention in Ref. 5 was
aid to establish the interrelations among the observable
0740-3224/07/061303-7/$15.00 © 2
ast and slow response times, the individual properties of
he two systems of charge carrier (the effective tap con-
entration, the dielectric relaxation times, etc.), and the
xperimental parameters, such as the grating period.
his important aspect of the SPS modeling was missed
espite the fact that the initial general expression for the
haracteristic response times was correctly and properly
erived. Moreover, the general solution for the grating
mplitudes was not properly adapted for the SPS param-
ters, and the slow response time was misinterpreted as
he dielectric relaxation time of the passive charge carri-
rs.

Our concern is that this interpretation of the slow re-
ponse time is not consistent with the assumption about
he presence of two types of charge carrier. The relaxation
ates in this case are expected to be the total rate of di-
lectric relaxation (caused by the total conductivity) and
he rate of ambipolar diffusion.8 The first of them gives
he reciprocal fast response time; it is close to the dielec-
ric relaxation time for the photoexcited charge carriers in
he case of SPS. The second relaxation rate gives the re-
iprocal slow response time; it should depend strongly on
he grating period and, typically, be much longer than the
ielectric relaxation time for the passive charge carriers.
Furthermore, it turns out that the situation with the

R response of SPS crystals is similar to the situation
ith the thermal fixing phenomenon in LiNbO3 crystals,
hich also incorporates photoexcited and passive (com-
ensating) charge carriers.9 The theory of fixing, which
mploys self-consistently the collective motion of the
harge carriers, is well developed.10

The purpose of this paper is to formulate a self-
007 Optical Society of America
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onsistent theory of the PR response in SPS crystals, to
nterpret the main experimental facts within this theory,
nd to provide relations for evaluation of the crystal pa-
ameters. The difference from the theory of thermal fixing
n LiNbO3 crystals comes mainly from different ranges of
he actual material and experimental parameters. The
ain ingredient of the theory is material relations that

nable one to express the space-charge field and nonlin-
ar index change by the light amplitudes. Being supple-
ented by the standard equations for the light ampli-

udes (describing Bragg diffraction), these relations allow
ne to analyze any optical PR phenomenon in SPS crys-
als.

We will see below that a part of the previous relations
or the PR response of SPS crystals (namely, the relations
escribing the initial fast stage of the PR recording) holds
rue and can be used for quantitative comparison with ex-
eriment. At the same time, the part of the relations that
s relevant to the slow component, to the steady state, and
o the frequency response experiences substantial quanti-
ative (but not qualitative) changes. Our modified theory
ives additional possibilities for interpretation of the ac-
umulated experimental data and for determination of
aterial parameters. The theory predicts also additional

eatures of the PR response in SPS crystals; they are re-
ated mainly to the dependence of the observable charac-
eristics on the grating period. Note, lastly, that the ex-
erimentally detected strong dependence of the slow
esponse time on the grating period3,7 fits well our theory
nd does not fit the suggestion of Ref. 5 about this time.
The text is structured as follows. First, we formulate

hortly the basic model and specify the assumptions
ade. Then we derive coupled dynamical equations for

he amplitudes of space-charge gratings and determine
he characteristic fast and slow relaxation times. Next,
e describe the two-step (fast–slow) recording kinetics of

he space-charge field and the dependence of the PR re-
ponse on the frequency detuning between the incident
ight waves. In the end, we discuss the relationship be-
ween theory and experiment and draw conclusions.

. BASIC MODEL
he PR nonlinear index change �n is due to the light-

nduced space-charge field Esc and the linear electro-optic
ffect.6 It is traditionally represented by �n=−n3rEsc /2,
here n is the background refractive index and r is the

elevant electro-optic coefficient. The PR nonlinear re-
ponse can thus be described by relations expressing Esc
hrough the recording light amplitudes. These relations
ssentially depend on the charge-transport mechanism in
uestion.
In accordance with Refs. 1, 3, and 11, we assume that

here are two types of mobile charge carrier. The carriers
f the first type are negative and optically passive; their
oncentration is H, and the averaged (in z) concentration
s H0. The carriers of the second type are positive and op-
ically excited; their concentration is p, and the averaged
oncentration is p0. The concentration of traps filled with
lectrons is N, the corresponding averaged concentration
s N0, the total trap concentration is N�, and the concen-
ration of compensating charges (responsible for neutral-
ty of the crystal) is denoted NC. Then the set of coupled
quations for Esc, N, H, and p can be presented in the fol-
owing standard form:

�Esc

�z
= −

e

��0
�N − NC + H − H0 − p�,

�N

�t
= siI�N� − N� − srNp,

�p

�t
=

�N

�t
−

1

e

�jp

�z
,

�H

�t
=

1

e

�jH

�z
. �1�

ere si and sr are the ionization and recombination con-
tants, I is the light intensity, and jp and jH are the partial
urrent densities,

jp = e�ppEsc − eDp

�p

�z
,

jH = e�HHEsc + eDH

�H

�z
, �2�

here e is the charge quantum, �p and �H are the mobili-
ies of the photoexcited and passive charges, Dp
�pkBT /e and DH=�HkBT /e are their diffusion coeffi-
ients, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the abso-
ute temperature. It is assumed that (i) all variables de-
end only on the time t and the spatial coordinate z and
ii) no external electric field is applied to the crystal so
hat the only mechanism of creation of the space-charge
eld is diffusion. The latter assumption is fulfilled for all
xperimental publications on SPS known to date, except
ef. 12.
To describe the PR response, we suppose that the light

ntensity I is modulated inside the crystal via interference
f two frequency-degenerate (or almost degenerate) plane
onochromatic waves with complex amplitudes A1 and
2,

I = I0�1 +
m

2
eiKz +

m*

2
e−iKz� , �3�

here z is the fringe coordinate, I0= �A1�2+ �A2�2 is the av-
rage (in z) intensity, K is the spatial frequency (the ab-
olute value of the grating vector), m=2A1A2

* /I0 is the
omplex modulation coefficient (its absolute value is the
ringe contrast), and the asterisk stands for complex con-
ugation. In the general case, a frequency detuning � ex-
sts between the light waves; i.e., the light pattern is mov-
ng along z and m�exp�−i�t�.

The following conventional assumptions are expected
o be fulfilled:

—The usual adiabatic approximation for photoexcited
arriers. This means that the lifetime of photoexcited
harge carriers � = �s N �−1 is much shorter than the
p r C
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haracteristic relaxation times of the space-charge field.
t is typically fulfilled with a large margin of safety in the
w intensity range.

—The linear contrast approximation. It is the conven-
ional approximation for the description of the PR re-
ponse. In ferroelectrics it is valid usually up to the val-
es of light contrast �m � �1.
—The low-intensity approximation implying that the

oncentration of photoexcited carriers is much smaller
han that of the trapped ones. It is not specific for the case
n question.

Although the above assumptions are not different from
he assumptions of the thermal fixing theory,10 some im-
ortant differences from the case of LiNbO3 crystals have
o be mentioned: the photovoltaic charge transport is neg-
igible in SPS; the diffusion and Debye screening lengths
re not expected to be small compared with K−1; the tem-
erature T is not expected to be high; and the character-
stic relaxation times are much shorter in SPS, which
hifts the accent to the studies of the slow processes.

Formally, the passive mobile charges are ions according
o Eqs. (1) and (2). We have made sure, however, that all
ubsequent results for the observable characteristics re-
ain the same under the assumption that the compensat-

ng charges are thermally excited electrons. Our theory is
hus fairly general concerning the nature of the compen-
ating charges.

. DYNAMICAL EQUATIONS
ithin the considered model, the space-charge field Esc,

he variation of the electron density on the traps N−N0,
nd the variation of the passive (compensating) charge
ensity H−H0 can be represented as

Esc = EK eiKz + c.c.,

N − N0 = NK eiKz + c.c.,

H − H0 = HK eiKz + c.c., �4�

here EK ,NK, and HK are the corresponding amplitudes
nd c.c. means complex conjugate. Similarly, one can in-
roduce the index grating amplitude �nK, which is propor-
ional to the field amplitude EK.

The amplitudes NK and HK obey the set of coupled
quations10

dNK

dt
+ �11NK + �12HK = FK,

dHK

dt
+ �21NK + �22HK = 0. �5�

n accordance with the physical situation, we have a
econd-order set of differential equations, and the effec-
ive driving force FK acts directly only on the active
harge component. This force and the coupling coefficients
ij entering the left-hand side of this system are given by
compare with Refs. 5 and 10)
FK = m�p̃Nt	e/2,

�11 = �p̃�1 + 	e�, �12 = �ẽ,

�21 = �H, �22 = �H�1 + 	h�. �6�

ere Nt=NC�N�−NC� /N� is the effective trap concentra-
ion, �H=e�HH0 /��0 is the rate of dielectric relaxation for
he passive (compensating) carriers, ��0 is the static di-
lectric constant, �̃p=�p / �1+K2LD

2 � is the renormalized
ate of dielectric relaxation for photoexcited carriers with

p=e�pp0 /��0 and LD=�Dp�p the diffusion length, and
p,H=K2Rp,H

2 are dimensionless factors where Rp
���0kBT /Nte2�1/2 and RH= ���0kBT /H0e2�1/2 are the Debye
creening lengths.13 Note also that RH /Rp= �Nt /H0�1/2; the
atio Nt /H0 and the product KRp can thus be used as in-
ependent parameters instead of KRp,H. The effective
rap concentration Nt can generally depend on the sample
istory, e.g., on preillumination of the sample.1–3

It is worthwhile to mention that set (5), including its
oefficients �ij, differs from the corresponding set (19) of
ef. 5 only by notation if the compensating carriers in the

atter are set to be passive.
The field amplitude EK is algebraically expressed in

erms of the concentration amplitudes NK and HK:

EK = ie�NK + HK�/��0K. �7�

ince the refractive index amplitude �nK=−n3rEK /2 and
he quantities n and r are known or measurable, express-
ng EK in terms of the light amplitudes A1,2 (or, more spe-
ifically, by the modulation coefficient m) is necessary to
escribe the observable optical effects. In particular, the
iffraction efficiency of the index grating 
 is proportional
o �EK�2 for samples not too thick, and the two-wave cou-
ling gain factor � is proportional to Im�EK /m� for
amples not too thick or in steady state.6

. FAST AND SLOW RELAXATION TIMES
ince the dynamical system has two degrees of freedom, it
an be characterized by two relaxation times (rates). To
etermine these times, we set FK=0 and NK ,HK�exp�
t /��. Then we have for �−1 from Eqs. (5):

�f,s
−1 = 1

2 ��11 + �22 ± ���11 − �22�2 + 4�12�21	. �8�

he fast �f� and slow �s� relaxation times �f,s correspond to
he signs �+� and �−�, respectively.

The most important limiting case for SPS crystals is
p��H; the factors 	p,H=K2Rp,H

2 can generally be smaller
han or of the order of 1. We obtain here from Eqs. (6) and
8):

�f
−1 
 �p̃�1 + 	p�, �s

−1 
 �H

	p	H + 	p + 	H

1 + 	p
. �9�

bviously, we have �s��f. The value of �f is determined
nly by the characteristics of the active component; it co-
ncides with the relaxation time calculated within the
tandard one-species mode6 and complies with Ref. 5. The

dependence of �f is weak for sufficiently small and large
alues of the spatial frequency K. The slow time � is de-
s
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ermined by the characteristics of both active and passive
harge components; this is the fingerprint of strong
harge-coupling effects. The difference between the rates

f
−1 and �s

−1 goes far beyond the difference between �̃p and
H. In particular, the K dependence of �s is always strong
or small values of the spatial frequency. Our result for �s
iffers essentially from that given by Eq. (25) of Ref.5.
One more limiting case is 	p,H�1. We have here

�f
−1 
 �p̃ + �H, �s

−1 

�p̃�H

�p̃ + �H

�	p + 	H�, �10�

nd again �s��f. The fast rate �f
−1 is the total rate of the

ielectric relaxation, while the slow rate �s
−1 with the

trong K dependence is the classical rate of ambipolar
iffusion.8 The above-considered two limiting cases are
verlapping for �H��p, 	p,H�1. The second case is espe-
ially important for the description of the fixing phenom-
non in LiNbO3 crystals.10

. RECORDING KINETICS
s we know, the optical manifestations of the index grat-

ng are determined by the field amplitude EK. However,
he true state of the system and its evolution are deter-
ined by two concentration amplitudes NK and HK. Ini-

ial states with the same values of EK but different com-
inations of NK and HK possess different subsequent field
volutions. It is necessary, therefore, to specify carefully
he PR process under study.

We consider here the buildup of the grating with zero
nitial values of NK and HK for the frequency-degenerate
ase, �=0. It corresponds to the most typical conditions
or experiments on PR recording. Since Eqs. (5) are linear,
he buildup occurs with the rates �f

−1 and �s
−1. In other

ords, any variable can be presented as a sum of fast and
low components; it does not mean that each of these com-
onents is attributed to a single (active or passive) type of
harge carrier. For the space-charge field amplitude we
ave EK=Ef+Es, and the fast �f� and slow �s� field compo-
ents obey the relations

Ef,s = Ef,s
0 �1 − e−t/�f,s�, �11�

here Ef,s
0 are the corresponding steady-state amplitudes.

ne can find then from Eqs. (5) and (6) under the condi-
ion �H� �̃p that

Ef
0 


imED

2

1

1 + 	p
,

Es
0 
 −

imED

2

	p

�1 + 	p��	p	H + 	p	H�
, �12�

here ED=KkBT /e is the characteristic diffusion field.
oth the amplitudes Ef and Es are pure imaginary; i.e.,

he field grating remains � /2 shifted with respect to the
ight pattern during the whole recording process. The
teady-state amplitude Ef

0 is not different from that
nown for the diffusion recording within the standard
ne-species model.6 This means that the charge compen-
ation is practically absent during the initial stage, t�
f
�̃p
−1. It is important that the slow steady-state ampli-

ude Es
0 is opposite in sign to Ef

0. This means that the total
eld amplitude EK=Ef+Es decreases during the slow
tage, after an initial fast increase. The ratio of the
teady-state amplitudes is Ef

0 /Es
0=−�1+	H+Nt /H0�. The

eld compensation during the slow stage of recording is
lmost complete when 	H=K2RH

2 �1 and Nt /H0�1.
It is worth mentioning that the two-wave gain factors
easured after completion of the fast stage and in the

teady state are proportional to Im Ef
0 /m and Im�Ef

0

Es
0� /m, respectively. The corresponding values of the dif-

raction efficiency of the grating are determined by �Ef
0�2

nd �Ef
0+Es

0�2, respectively.
It is also important to characterize the concentration

mplitudes NK and HK during the recording process. The
mplitude NK�t� grows monotonically during the f and s
tages and reaches the steady-state value NK

0

�m /2�Nt�1+	H / �	p�1+	H��	−1, which does not exceed
Nt /2. The amplitude HK�t�, which is not driven directly

y the force FK, grows practically only during the s stage.
or t��s it approaches the steady-state value HK

0 =
�m /2�Nt	p / �	p	H+	p+	H�; one can check that �HK �
mH0 /2. The signs of NK

0 and HK
0 are opposite. Further-

ore, the steady-state values of �NK� and �HK� are much
arger than the values of these parameters achieved dur-
ng the fast stage. Strong charge compensation therefore
akes place during the slow stage of the grating recording.

. FREQUENCY RESPONSE
onsider now the case m�exp�−i�t�, where � is the fre-
uency detuning between the two recording light waves.
t corresponds to the light interference pattern moving
ith velocity � /K. The steady-state value of the field am-
litude is given here by

EK
0 =

imED

2

�p̃��H	H − i��

��f
−1 − i����s

−1 − i��
. �13�

t �=0, i.e., in the frequency-degenerate case, we obtain,
sing expressions (9),

EK
0 =

imED

2

1

1 + 	p + H0/Nt
. �14�

n the region �s
−1����f

−1 we have, instead,

EK
0 =

imED

2

1

1 + 	p
. �15�

or ��f�1, the function EK
0 ��� is monotononically de-

reasing.
The question is whether the value of EK

0 given by Eq.
15) can be much larger than that given by Eq. (14). The
nly condition for that is the inequality H0 /Nt�1+K2Rp

2.
t can be easily fulfilled when H0�Nt. The frequency de-
endences of �EK���� and Im EK��� are characterized then
y a narrow dip at �=0, followed by a plateau in the re-
ion �s

−1 �� � �f
−1 and a decreasing tail for �� ��f�1. Note

hat the condition for the deep dip coincides with the con-
ition of strong charge compensation during recording.
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. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT
ND DISCUSSION
ur main purposes here are (i) to demonstrate exemplar-

ly that the theory is in a good qualitative agreement with
xperiment and (ii) to show how to determine the main
aterial parameters of SPS from the standard set of ex-

erimental data. Quantitative determination of material
arameters for particular samples is beyond this paper;
his task would require a complete set of experimental
ata for each sample.
The recording kinetics of �EK� and Im EK consists

learly of fast and slow stages, and the fast stage obeys
he standard one-species model. Therefore the electronic
hole) parameters—the effective trap concentration Nt,
he Debye and diffusion lengths Rp and LD, and the di-
lectric relaxation rate �p—can be determined from the
ependences of the maximum gain factor �f�Im Ef

0 and of
he fast relaxation time �f on the grating spacing �
2� /K, as was done, e.g., in Refs. 3, 12, and 14.
Figure 1 shows the dependence of the gain factor �f

0 on
he grating spacing; a similar dependence holds true for
he square root of the diffraction efficiency �
f

0�1/2—both
hese quantities are proportional to �Ef

0�. The position of
he maximum allows one to determine Rp according to ex-
ressions (12) for Ef

0. The values of Rp range approxi-
ately from 0.2 to 0.6 �m in SPS crystals.13 It is neces-

ary therefore to use both the transmission and the
eflection geometries to proceed from small values of KRp
o values considerably larger than 1.

Figure 2 gives a representative K dependence of the
ast relaxation rate (which is easily measurable in experi-
ents) for the ratio of the diffusion and electronic Debye

engths LD /Rp=2. Behavior of �f
−1�K� within the first pla-

eau section �KRp1� allows one to estimate the value of
he dielectric relaxation rate �p, and the ratio of the lim-
ting values of �f

−1 at low and high spatial frequencies
ives the ratio LD

2 /Rp
2 in accordance with expressions (9)

or �f. In experiment, the ratio LD /Rp ranges from �1.5 to
10.3,7,14

Now we turn to the predictions that are beyond the
tandard model. One of them is the strong K dependence
f the slow relaxation rate �s

−1. According to expressions
9), it can be represented in the following explicit form:

ig. 1. Dependence of the maximum gain factor �f
0 on the grat-

ng spacing �.
�s
−1 = �H�Nt

H0
+

1

1 + K2Rp
2�K2Rp

2. �16�

or KRp�1, the decay rate �s
−1 is proportional to K2Rp

2, as
ne could expect for the ambipolar diffusion. This differs
trongly from the prediction of Ref. 5 where �s

−1�K�
const.
Figure 3 shows the dependence of ��s�H�−1 on KRp

ithin the actual experimental range for Nt /H0=0.2,
.07, and 0.01. It is far from a quasi-constant one. The
orm of the K dependence essentially depends on the con-
entration ratio Nt /H0. This form varies from a rapidly
rowing to a saturated one in the intermediate range of
Rp that is especially important for experiment. The ini-

ial section with the quadratic dependence is pretty nar-
ow.

The increase of the slow decay time with the grating
pacing observed experimentally in different samples3,7 is
n qualitative agreement with these predictions. However,
he data measured at high spatial frequencies will be of
rimary importance to determine the values of H0 and �H.
o accomplish this task, one should include the data for
eflection grating geometry in measured K dependence of
he decay rate.

Consider now the recording kinetics. Its two key pa-
ameters are the ratios �f /�s and �Ef

0+Es
0� /Ef

0. According
o expressions (9) and (12), they can be represented as

Fig. 2. Dependence of �f
−1 on KRp for LD /Rp=2.

ig. 3. Dependence of 1/�H�s on KRp for three representative
alues of Nt /H0.
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Ef
0 + Es

0

Ef
0 =

1 + K2Rp
2

1 + K2Rp
2 + H0Nt

−1 ,

�f

�s
=

K2Rp
2�1 + K2LD

2 ��1 + NtH0
−1�1 + K2Rp

2�	

�p�H
−1�1 + K2Rp

2�2
. �17�

he condition of smallness of the first ratio (strong-field
ompensation in steady state) is obviously H0 /Nt�1
K2Rp

2. It is fulfilled for Nt�H0 if KRp1, but it can be
iolated for sufficiently large values of KRp. The second
atio, �f /�s, is controlled by four dimensionless param-
ters: �H /�p, Nt /H0, KRp, and KLD. For KRp�1, it can be
mall only because of the smallness of �H /�p. Figure 4
hows a representative dependence of the refractive index
mplitude (which is proportional to �EK � ��Im EK�) on the
ormalized recording time t /�f in a logarithmic scale. It
orresponds to �f /�s=0.006 and Ef

0 / �Ef
0+Es

0�=6. In the
onventional linear time scale, the fast stage would not be
asily distinguishable. One sees that the grating ampli-
ude reaches the transient maximum at t
4�f and de-
reases then slowly to reach the steady-state value for t
500�f
3�s.
The spectral dependence of the gain factor �

Im EK���, given by Eq. (13), is presented in Fig. 5 for
he same values of parameters. It is characterized by a
arrow dip for ��s1, a plateau interval for ��s�10, and
monotonically decreasing tail for ��s�102.
Qualitatively, all the above-shown dependences are in a

ood agreement with experiment. The gain spectra like
hat shown in Fig. 5 were first reported in Ref. 4, and
heir particular shape was calculated in Ref. 5. It should
e underlined, however, that in the present paper the ex-
licit expression for the phenomenological parameter �s is
erived, see Eq. (16), and therefore the gain spectrum can
e calculated. Alternatively, the found relations have a big
otential for the determination and control of material
arameters of SPS crystals (H0, Nt, �p,H, RP,H, and LD)
nd also for shaping of the nonlinear response. The latter
s important for applications of SPS crystals. For ex-
mple, a strong K dependence of the characteristic slow
ecay rate can be used for adjusting the cutoff frequency
n SPS-based novelty filters15 and to manipulate the char-
cteristics of the PR light slowing down.16 In the last case,

ig. 4. Recording kinetics of ��nK� for KRp=1, LD /Rp=2, �p /�H
250, and N /H =0.1.
t 0
ncreasing the central dip in the spectral dependence of
he PR response would improve the slow-light character-
stics; equations of Section 6 predict how to control this
ip.
It is interesting that our model automatically leads to a

ecreasing field amplitude EK�t� during the slow stage,
hich is consistent with experiments on two-wave cou-
ling and grating diffraction.1,3,17 One might think that
his is the general feature of the charge compensation.
owever, it is not the case. As is known from the studies

f the thermal fixing,9,10 both scenarios (with increasing
nd decreasing EK) are compatible generally with charge
ompensation.

An important advantage of the situation with the
harge compensation phenomena in SPS over the situa-
ion with LiNbO3 is relatively short values of the charac-
eristic times �f,s. In LiNbO3 crystals, the slow time �s is
ften as long as weeks, which makes systematic studies of
he K dependences in steady state complicated. This
rawback is practically absent in SPS. This material can
hus be considered one of the most suitable for the studies
f charge compensation phenomena and shaping the rel-
vant characteristics of the PR response.

Further development of the theory for SPS crystals can
o in the direction of modeling of sophisticated erasure
inetics,1,3 pulsating optical oscillation,18 and novelty
lters.15

. CONCLUSIONS
e have developed a theory of the photorefractive re-

ponse for Sn2P2S6 crystals. It accounts self-consistently
or the presence of active (photoexcited) and passive (com-
ensating) charge carriers and takes into account specific
aterial parameters of SPS. The theory explains well the
ain experimental observations, including two-step

fast–slow) recording kinetics, dependences of the fast
nd slow relaxation times on the grating spacing, and the
pectral response with a narrow central dip. It has simi-
arities with as well as important differences from the
heory of thermal fixing in LiNbO3 crystals. The theory
ectifies the previous model considerations of the photore-
ractive response in SPS crystals and provides a tool for
he characterization and shaping parameters of this im-
ortant optical material.

ig. 5. Dependence of the gain factor � on the frequency detun-
ng for the parameters of Fig. 4.
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The proposed theory can be applied to other photore-
ractive materials with two types of mobile charge carrier
optically active and passive) such as aluminium-doped
ismuth titanium oxide,19 and Bi4Ti3O12.20

P. Mathey, the corresponding author, can be reached by
-mail at pmathey@u-bourgogne.fr.
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